January 23rd Chapter Meeting

Shop Tour of RTC Aerospace

What a difference a decade makes. Take some time and block out January 23rd for a tour of RTC Aerospace (or as we know them): Roberts Tool Company. RTC has a unique story, growing from small family machine shop to one of the top-tier aerospace suppliers in Southern California. This company has been a leader in lean processes, mergers and acquisitions, family business challenges, expanding into new business niches and the enormous challenges of growing a successful model.

Join us for this special NTMA tour and discussion on where Brad Hart thinks the supply chain is going and how RTC is evolving to meet those challenges. We would like to ask a limit of 2 people from each company so we can keep the group under 25 attendees. We will provide non-alcoholic drinks and light hors d’oeuvres during our discussion.

Thursday - January 23, 2020
4:30 – 6:30 Tour and Discussion
light hors d’oeuvres will be served at the discussion

RTC Aerospace
20409 Prairie St., Chatsworth, CA 91311

Email RSVP to Conny Goodreau: conny.g@sfntma.org or 818-240-8898